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Abstract
Cloud computing is the concept of providing information technology services on the Internet, such as software,
hardware, networking, and storage. These services can be accessed anywhere at any time on a pay-per-use basis.
However, storing data on servers is a challenging aspect of cloud computing. This paper utilizes cryptography
and access control to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and proper control of access to sensitive data. We
propose a model that can protect data in cloud computing. Our model is designed by using an enhanced RSA
encryption algorithm and a combination of role-based access control model with extensible access control
markup language (XACML) to facilitate security and allow data access. This paper proposes a model that uses
cryptography concepts to store data in cloud computing and allows data access through the access control
model with minimum time and cost for encryption and decryption.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing allows network access to a shared set of resources, such as servers, services, networks,
applications, and storage) [1]. Cloud is a common topic in applications research; cloud is considered as
important as electrical facility services, gas, water, and telecommunication services [2].
Cloud services consist of three services, namely, infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service
(PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS). With IaaS, the provider offers the user with handling, storage,
communities, and standard computing resources that he or she can manage; the user can then utilize almost
any software with an operating system (OS). The user of an OS, space of storage, or installed applications is
not necessary to manage the key of cloud infrastructure, for example service host firewalls [3].
PaaS allows customers to improve, implement, and manage the applications without the difficulty of
construction and preserving the infrastructure associated with the development and launch of an
application. In PaaS, any user can manage implemented applications with configurations for program
hosting surroundings, such as the Google Apps Engine [4].
SaaS pertains to the simple use of applications that run on a cloud computing infrastructure; these
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applications are provided through the provider of cloud computing. The user does not need to control and
manage the cloud infrastructure, except for a user-specific application that requires setting configurations [3].
The services in the cloud can be classified to four deployment models, namely, private cloud, public cloud,
hybrid cloud, and community cloud. The configuration of a public cloud is distributed among people or
in a big market group held by a marketing cloud service. One company controls the structure of a private
cloud. A private cloud is usually maintained or even authorized by a company. The composition of a
hybrid cloud includes a formula that consists of additional clouds, such as community, public, or private
clouds. The structure of a community cloud can be contributed by several agencies, may help a specific
area, and facilitate team awareness of contributed problems. A community cloud is enabled by agencies
and third parties [5].
The cloud is increasingly used as it allows users convenient access to data and it is done from anywhere
and at any time via the Internet [6]. Cloud data storage gives users easy access without having to know
directly of deployment and management of infrastructure or hardware. The cloud is stronger than a
personal computer, but with all these benefits of cloud computing, it brings challenges and security
problems. Access control mechanisms are used to ensure that unauthorized users cannot access the
system in cloud computing. This mechanism also ensures that users who have access to the system cannot
do unauthorized changes or alterations.
Access control models are being on three kinds, namely, discretionary access control (DAC),
mandatory access control (MAC), role-based access control (RBAC). Access control in DAC is based on
user identity. It is used in commercial transactions, but not convenient for military attitudes that requires
specific monitoring is for the many flows of information. In MAC, access rights are determined by an
essential authority or manager of the system. MAC is considered a suitable solution in terms of dealing
with government programs as well as military. But it is very accurate for business solutions. In RBAC,
access rights are defined for roles rather than separate users. Privileges are allocated to various roles,
which are then assigned to users [7].
The RBAC model has more advantages than discretionary and mandatory access control models, but
it poses problems in real world applications. Divide subjects into groups depending on roles can make
works worse, while choosing the appropriate roles that representing the model is a difficult task. A role
in RBAC model classifies subjects in a number of classes. Each subject should have a role to facilitate
access to the system. Roles can provide subjects with additional rights and acquire another role, which
could lead to abuse of access security policies [8].
Security is a key requirement in robust and meaningful cloud computing systems. Security risks motivated
us to devise sound solutions to protect cloud data. Therefore, in this paper cryptography technique is used
to validate data confidentiality prior to outsourcing data to cloud computing and allows data access
through the access control model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related
works. Section 3 includes cloud computing security. Section 4 describes the proposed scheme used in the
paper. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results. Conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Related Works
In this section, we have summarized several previous cloud computing models that are more related to
our model, as well as the challenges they face. Zhou et al. [9] suggested a model that achieves RBAC
securely and is applied to data that has been encrypted before being sent to the cloud. This model then
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presents an RBAC that allows an organization to store data in a public cloud while maintaining
information related to the organizational structure in a private cloud. A cloud system is then developed,
which is characterized by a decryption key and constant size cipher text. The experiment showed that
encryption and decryption computations belong to the client side. Decryption time can be reduced by
utilizing multiple processors. The proposed model is useful in commercial states, flexibly captures
practical and offers secure data storage in the cloud. Nevertheless, does not consider the overall credibility
of the user and delegation of authority. While Wei et al. [10,11] presented a RBAC proxy at the application
level for packet filtering in the substation domain using Distributed Network Protocol 3.0 (DNP3). In
their system, RBAC is described in XML and roles are denoted as numbers. XML is a normal language
for encoding files and does not describe access control policies. The semantics of a role are carried in its
name and numbers are used for names, thereby resulting in a semantic ambiguity. Cloud optimized
RBAC model (CORBAC) proposed by Zhu et al. [12] includes numerous features of role-based access
control and distributed RBAC l. In the CORBAC model, each organization has its own internal RBAC
with a single managerial role. This model confers power to the certificate authority and connects
distributed authentication services. This model works by assigning domains that can handle users and
their roles within the network. Hierarchical caches were affixed within the CORBAC model to augment
the effectiveness of the access control system. Certificate issuance may lead to efficiency problems. These
problems can affect the functioning of organizations with several users because these users require novel
certificates for each access.
Mon and Naing [13] proposed a privacy enhancement model based on private cloud computing; this
model used the source cloud computing infrastructure Eucalyptus Open. This model was called attribute
role-based access control. This model is a combination of RBAC and ABAC model. The model aims to
ensure the privacy of cloud computing users and security of private information, but it does not offer
clarity on how the same shall be achieved. Distributed RBAC (DRBAC) model proposed by Wang et al.
[14] to reduce authorization loads, entities of RBAC are distributed on a network in a substation. Moreover,
roles can be defined locally or globally. A specific local role is defined to a substation or many local roles
to a substation. Also a global role is defined to the substation, and activating the role by a remote user in
the substation to obtain all the local roles. However, this model is conceptual without implementation
details. Rosic et al. [15] proposed access control model for Smart Grid systems depending on areas of
responsibility and regional division. For that, the role based access control model extended to the protection
of the resource. The study of Rosic et al. [15] is also without implementation, like Wang et al.'s work. Bell
and La Padula [16] proposed mandatory access control scheme by focused on securing and controlling
data flow, but protecting the confidentiality of data in access control systems is not the only goal.
Other models of data protection cloud computing include the use of direct encryption. Through these
models, data encryption is directly allowed to users who want to share data on the cloud-computing
environment [17,18]. This concept is similar to DAC model. They are therefore commonly used in
systems where the DAC model is adopted.

3. Cloud Computing Security
Data are important. Data are formed from several sources, such as people, devices, and sensors. Given
the multifaceted nature of data, we are forced to deal with an important concept that affects all scientific
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areas [19]. Information safety and trust matters are the key tasks of cloud [20]. The risk of data abuse
emerges when multiple users share resources. Thus, access and process must be secured to avoid data
abuse.
The three important requirements of cloud security are confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
 Confidentiality: Confidentiality limits access of information to authorized persons. The use of
cloud computing to store data means providing authority to cloud computing systems. Providing
strong authentication and protecting user account from being stolen is a chief concern in external
security, as well as avoidance of internal threat.
 Integrity: It is a main element of important electronic information, where only authorized persons
can modify the information. Data access within the local infrastructure can be limited and
monitored to guarantee integrity. However, cloud computing is owned by another party and all
information uploaded to cloud computing are recorded and controlled by a cloud service provider.
Users require authentication to control the integrity of data.
 Availability: When requirements are not satisfied, users need to know what is happening, why they
cannot access the data, and how and when it will be fixed. Users want to obtain the information
they need. Availability is not a problem in the cloud because the service provider has several servers.
They can backup data and hire professionals to manage the information center. The backup
mechanism is processed in cloud computing and the user can never know whether a backup server
exists or not. This process limits use control [21].
In addition to the main requirements of cloud computing, there are also important requirements for
the cloud access control that are:
 Assign of privileges: It is an important concept in any model of access control. As few steps are
required to set or mitigate privileges, this reduces the number of human errors or system errors.
Therefore, the steps to add, remove, and change privileges or capabilities to a particular theme in
the access control system are necessary and critical to their usability in such systems [22].
 Flexibility: Cloud computing is a dynamic environment, so flexibility in the access control system
is essential to deal with such dynamic environments. Through flexibility, effective management of
access control models can be provided [22].
 Delegation: To enable access control models to be flexible and have the dynamic management of
the resources used in cloud computing, it is important to support delegation of roles and
permissions [23].
 Auditing: The auditing is one of the key aspects of protecting cloud computing paradigm and access
control models used in it. The audit shall monitor the status of the system in access control models,
record any system failures and monitor any attempt to violate the access policy or make a change of
privileges [24].
 Confidentiality: It is a key issue of protecting data in the cloud; the data owner encrypts the data
before sending it to cloud storage. Consequently, the unauthorized user and cloud service provider
cannot know the encryption data [25].
 Scalability: As the number of authorized cloud computing user’s increases, the cloud-computing
server has been able to implement efficiently. Therefore, increasing the number of authorized users
does not affect cloud server performance [26].
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4. Proposed Scheme
4.1 Sub-parameters of Our System
In order to protect and ensure the security of data in the cloud, we proposed data security protection
using encryption and access control model. Therefore, the security system in this proposed model is
completed according to the following sub-parameters.

4.1.1 Cryptography
Cryptography algorithms are the most common solution used for ensuring data security in the cloud.
A key security is one of the challenges related to cryptography in cloud computing; this approach prevents
compromise of encrypted data and ensures that authentic users can access the keys [27].
Rivest et al. [28] proposed a practical public-key system named RSA. This algorithm utilizes two keys,
namely, public key, which is utilized in order to encrypt plaintexts published to the public, and private
key, which is utilized in order to decrypt ciphertext known to the owner only.
The RSA encryption algorithm has been widely used to provide privacy and to ensure high confidentiality
of data. Despite this use, many attacks render the use of this algorithm inefficiently. Specifically, when a
coefficient is used not at the required level. This makes the factorization attacks achieve their results
efficiently, which affects the performance of this algorithm [29].
In the proposed scheme, an improved RSA algorithm to overcome the drawbacks of standard RSA is
suggested. This scheme utilizes two keys, namely, valuation key, which is utilized by a third party to
execute operations on encrypted data, and the second key (private key), which is used to encrypt and
decrypt data and known only to the data owner.

4.1.2 Access control
The access control mechanism is used to prevent unauthorized users from accessing the system in cloud
computing. On the other hand, provide a guarantee that authorized clients cannot make any inappropriate
modifications.
In RBAC, access rights are defined for roles and the privileges are allocated to various roles, which are
then allocated to users. RBAC can verify user identity, but it does not consider the overall credibility of
the user. A user can exercise his or her permission, but RBAC model cannot supervise this process. Thus,
we suggest a combination of RBAC model with extensive access control markup language (XACML) to
limit user access and protect the system from unauthorized access. The propose scheme use XACML, a
standard access control policy language, to specify RBAC policies, request, and response. XACML offers
a perfect reference for implementing an authorization principle that consists of policy administration
point (PAP), policy decision point (PDP), policy enforcement point (PEP), policy info point (PIP), and
policy retrieval point (PRP) [30].

4.2 The Complete Scheme
In the proposed system, the data owner will encrypt the data by RSA encryption to achieve the
confidentiality of data, which will then be accessed by that user only. His access has an appropriate role
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specified by RBAC using XACML.

4.2.1 Maintaining data confidentiality
Confidentiality is a key issue for secure data in this model. The data owner encrypts the data using our
enhanced RSA algorithm when a user requests access to this model. The enhanced RSA algorithm uses
two keys, namely, valuation key, which is used by a third party to perform operations on encrypted data,
and the second key (private key), which is used to encrypt and decrypt. The main part of the enhanced
RSA algorithm is as follows:
 Key generation stage: The data owner at first generates both the valuation key and the private key
as well.
 Encryption stage: Data owner encrypts the data using the private key and he then sends the
encrypted data to the cloud before sending the valuation key and the private key to a third party.
 Processing stage:
- The data owner sends a request to a third party for performing operations on the encrypted
data when the user sends requests to the access manager to obtain access and to the data owner
to obtain the data.
- The third party sends a request to a cloud to get the encrypted files.
- The third party handles the demand and executes the operations using the valuation key after
the user obtaining permissions to access.
- The third party returns the result of the process (in encrypted mode) and the user's private key.
 Decryption stage: The user decrypts the returned result using the private key.

4.2.2 Supporting RBAC using XACML
Since cloud has a dynamic environment, the relationship between the role and the actual activity of access
control does not change, but will change because of its conditions and external environment. Therefore, a
dynamic element is necessary between the role and the permission that governs the relationship between
them, according to the current changes in cloud computing.
The proposed scheme will introduce the concept of security based on a RBAC model using the XACML
model for access control. When the user requests access to the model it will be depending on the role,
otherwise the user request will be rejected.
After the user has requested access to the model, the access manager sends a request for the policy
enforcement point, which then validates the credibility by sending XACML request to the policy decision
point. The policy management point sends the policy decision point relevant to the credibility decision
policy. The policy decision point, then returns the policy decision result to the policy enforcement point
of returning the XACML response. The policy enforcement point returns the credibility value achieved
through computation to access management. Access management returns the credibility value received
from the policy enforcement point to roles and permissions. Trusted users, then performs role mapping.
After obtaining permissions, the role is assigned and permission is granted to the corresponding role. The
cloud then sends the required data. The third party handles the request and performs the operations
requested by the data owner using the valuation key. The third party, then returns the processed result
(in encrypted form) with a private key to the user. The user decrypts the returned result using the private
key. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed model.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed model.

4.3 Supporting Security Principles
Data are currently an important element in all areas of life. They are assembled and created from many
sources, such as users, multiple devices that generate data, and so on. Consequently, we are dealing with
an important issue that is involved in all fields of science. In addition, the problem of protecting this data
is a key issue in cloud computing. When users share resources, the risk of data misuse is imperative. It is
therefore necessary to secure these data to avoid the risk of abuse [25].
Therefore, the access control in the proposed scheme supports a number of security principles that
enable the client to work on cloud computing environment securely as follows:
 Principle of privilege: the principle of granting the subject only the required permissions, regardless
of whether the subject has more permissive than is necessarily required. In this model and to
achieve this principle, each user of this model has multiple roles, each role has a collection of
completed operations, and these operations have a collection of permissions. Therefore, the user
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assigns the roles that use the requested operation, and this process only requires permission to
perform its actions even when it has full privileges.
 Delegation of authority: Establishing a relationship between roles, permissions and roles, as well as
between users of the model and roles. This ability between these relations enables security policies
to be implemented properly, especially with regard to the delegation of authority. This allows to
assign delegation permissions from a role to another role. In this model, if a user has a particular
role and has a process that works for them but cannot complete the process, the administrator
assigns the process to another user instead.
 Separation of duties: To complete a critical task in this model, there can be a necessary need for
mutual roles. Such as the request of the registration director and the officer responsible for issuing
the documents to participate in the issue of a university graduate certificate.
 Authorization principle: RBAC can verify user identity, but it does not consider the overall
credibility of the user. A user can exercise his or her permission, but RBAC model cannot supervise
this process. Thus, the proposed scheme use XACML to specify RBAC policies, request, and
response. XACML offers a reference model for executing an authorization scheme.
 Confidentiality of data: To achieve data confidentiality in this model, the concept of encryption is
used before data is sent and stored in cloud computing by using the enhanced RSA algorithm. To
avoid misuse of CSP or any threat to data in cloud storage.

5. Experimental Analysis
This section focuses on the performance of the proposed system. This system is implemented using
Java Technology based on files size and time required to process these files. The performance results are
gotten from Intel Core i5 CPU runs at 1.70 GHz, 8 GB of memory (RAM). Table 1 highlights the response
time of cryptographic in terms of encryption and decryption as well as the execution time of sending and
receiving data with different sizes.
Table 1. Execution time and cryptographic performance
Response time (s)

Execution time (s)

Block size (kB)

Encryption performance

Decryption performance

Send data

Receive data

256

0.3122

0.6245

0,5242

0,8372

512

0.6873

0.7648

0,8143

0,9743

The simulation experiment for access control compares the difference between the RBAC in [20] and
the proposed model, which is a combination of RBAC and XACML (see Table 2). The number of service
requests of our access model is higher that of the traditional RBAC model. This experiment indicates that
our access model can perform better than role-based access model [20] in terms of throughput. Therefore,
our access control mode has a more secure permission granting mechanism that can improve data
security in a cloud-computing environment.
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Table 2. Difference in mean throughput
User requests
5
7
9
11
13
15

Mean throughput (kr/s)
Traditional RBAC
Our proposal
29
30
40
42
48
50
49
53
45
47
43
44

In order to validate the proposed model, it is compared with classical access models (DAC [18], Mac
[16], and RBAC [9]) based on security features that include (scalability, privileges, delegation, auditing,
flexibility, data confidentiality and authorization) as shown in Table 3. As noted from a table the proposed
model meets all of the security features mentioned, making it applicable in the cloud computing
environment.
Table 3. Comparison of access control models
DAC [18]

MAC [16]

RBAC [9]

Our model

Scalability
Privileges
Delegation

Comparison criteria

No
No
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditing
Flexibility
Data confidentiality

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Authorization

No

No

No

Yes

Depending on these features, we are very confident that the model discussed in this research paper is a
scalable and effective model. So that a set of users can be handled through the role principle in the access
control model. In addition, this model can support the principle of Privileges by giving this subject the
required permissions only. Even when the subject has more permissive than is required. Moreover, this
model can support segregation of duties by exchanging roles to complete a critical task. In order to make
the proposed access control model flexible enough and dynamic in terms of operating in the cloud
computing environment, the proposed model supports delegation of capabilities so that users working
on this model collaborate to fulfill their desired tasks. While the proposed model provides a secure way
of controlling access in the cloud-computing environment, in terms of using the audit to monitor the
state of the system and recording the information required for control. To ensure data confidentiality our
model uses cryptography concept using an enhanced RSA algorithm before store the data in cloud
computing. We also used XACML to define RBAC policies, responses, and requests. This is because
XACML is considered a reference to the implementation of the authorization process. In terms of
flexibility, our model is flexible and easy to implement in a cloud computing environment. On the other
hand, it uses the role and the principle of XACML, which ensures easy access and efficient privileges.
Furthermore, Fig. 2(a) and (b) present the results of the time differences based on the encryption and
decryption of both our proposal and RSA. The experimental results shown in Fig. 2 were based on
different data sizes. Our model simulates the encryption process before sending sensitive data to cloud
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computing as shown in Fig. 2(a). The results in figures showed that our scheme took less time than the
RSA algorithm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Comparison between our cryptography and original RSA: (a) encryption process and (b)
decryption process.

6. Conclusion
This scheme presented a model for protecting data in cloud computing, which called a secure cloud
computing system by using encryption and access control model. This model is designed using enhanced
RSA algorithm and a mixture of RBAC and XACML to strengthen security and allow data access. This
model can achieve encryption and decryption at the shortest time and lowest cost. The simulation
experiment proves that this access model show is more advantageous than the traditional RBAC with
throughput. This access model has secure permission mechanism that can improve security, maintenance
of cloud data and other resources.
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